
 

This is an average introductory sentence. Frequently, the information in a caption is not wholly accurate or requires
clarification. This is especially common when the person who took the photo does not provide any additional background about
it. For this reason, captions are often rewritten and edited before publication on websites such as Facebook or Instagram . If you
do not know for certain that a caption has been changed, submitted captions should never be changed unless they contain
offensive language or facts that can be verified by independent sources like news articles and experts in the field. If you are not
sure whether or not a caption has been changed, please ask the photographer to review it. ↑ Image mentioned in captions may be
mistaken for another image (such as a shot of the right eye or nose) Images without captions are rare, but if it is possible, please
add them accordingly to help identify where the picture was taken.

Interviews with experts in their fields may be useful in identifying the type of animal depicted (examples include "who was
swimming with an orca" or "which species of bear is she holding"). Links to other relevant websites are also appropriate for this
purpose. For instance, "in which country is this picture taken" or "is this the most recent picture of the subject?" is an acceptable
phrase. ↑ Where was this photo taken? ↑ Where can I find more information about this animal?

When the photographer included a caption for their own artistic purposes (for instance, to convey information about what
happens in the picture), they should include a note that the caption they included is not necessarily accurate. In some cases,
photos may contain inaccurate captions as well as inaccurate descriptions of other occurrences. It's important to remember that
even though a photo may be accurate from one perspective or from one camera angle, its copy from other angles may be
inaccurate. ↑ Where did this photo come from? ↑ Referring to a photograph that may be altered later, or includes a lie. ↑ How
did this shot get taken? ↑ Is the picture real or is it fake? 

If you can determine when and where pictures were taken, you can add information in the caption about what was going on
around the camera at the time: if there were other people in the shot, what mood they were in, and so on. Be aware that if you
do not mention this information, others will assume the photo was taken in the present. 

↑ This is an average introductory sentence ↑ Is this picture taken during daytime or nighttime? This section has been
incorporated into the following articles: Citations/References are another form of attribution to sources, and they are frequently
used in Wikipedia articles. All information used for citations should be paraphrased. The point of paraphrasing is to avoid
plagiarism, which is using another writer's words as if they were your own.
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